
V-22
Marsden Veterinary Scale

Lightweight, portable pet scale for home or surgery use

Highly accurate to 5g

 Wipe clean surface

Perfect for small pets
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Marsden V-22: A versatile animal scale for 
home and surgery use

The Marsden V-22 is a lightweight animal scale suitable for a  
variety of pets. With simple but essential features, it’s very easy to 
use.

Keep regular check of your pets weight

The V-22 is a great low cost weighing scale which is
ideal for use in your own home or in veterinary surgeries. 
This scale can be used for weighing a vast range of  
animals from hamsters, cats and dogs.

The large LCD display clearly shows the weight
reading to the nearest 5g ensuring that the animals
are always measured to the highest degree of
accuracy.

Due to the compact shape and size of this scale it can
be stored absolutely anywhere – like a cupboard or
under a bed!

Quick and easy to use
 
The V-22 is powered by 4 x AA batteries. To start
using the scale simply press the power button and
you are good to go.

It has a Tare function for removing unwanted weight like 
a blanket and a Memory Recall button, which allows the 
user to recall the previous weight reading. The units  
button switches the scale from weighing in kg, to
weighing in lb.
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Removable tray reveals a platform for 
smaller pets
 
The wipe-clean tray is perfect for weighing cats and 
dogs, but remove it and you have a smaller weighing 
platform that’s perfect for smaller pets – like  
hamsters!

Key features
 
Wipe-clean surface
Weighing tray reveals smaller platform beneath
Weighs in kg or lb
Previous weight reading memory
Includes Tare and Hold functions

Built to last
 
The Marsden V-22 is robustly built and designed
to last. Like all our veterinary scales, this scale is
backed by a full one year warranty.

Specification
 
Capacity: 20kg
Graduations: 5g
Power: 4x AA batteries
Dimensions: 585mm x 335mm x 115mm
Weight of scale: 2.7kg



Marsden V-22: Key features at-a-glance

Wipe-clean  
surface

Previous weight 
reading memory

Weighing tray 
can be removed 
revealing smaller 

weighing platform 
underneath
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Tare and Hold 
functions4x AA batteries


